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About 151 leaprogers tried to set a new record in front of O'Shaughnessy Hall Monday afternoon. The category did not previously exist. Students were issued either red or green buttons, and the line alternated between the two colors.

Tutu arrested during protest
Associated Press
CAPE TOWN, South Africa—Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu and other religious leaders from all races were arrested Monday while kneeling near Parliament with a petition against government bans on anti-apartheid groups.

The Observer

Senate debates apartheid
By GREG LUCAS
Copy Editor

The Student Senate heard opposing arguments on the issue of Notre Dame investment in South Africa Monday night.

Speaking for the University's position of selective investment was Father Oliver Williams, associate provost.

Prayer as police sprayed them with jet's of water and loaded them into vans. All the detainees were freed in a few hours, and the churchmen said they would continue protests regardless of the consequences. Their petition referred to an order last Wednesday prohibiting political activity by 18 major anti-apartheid organizations.

Members of a procession Tutu and his colleagues had led recited the Lord's Prayer as police sprayed them. They knelt and linked arms as a policeman called through a bullhorn that the gathering was illegal. Officers escorted the protesters into vans as others aimed jets from water cannons at scores of protesters who remained on the sidewalk praying and singing an African hymn.

The Reilly ticket said they were upset because there were flaws in the current system.

Members of Reilly's ticket stated they were upset because of the way in which some of the voting took place. Reilly said she expected that because election rules state that identification is required to vote, students would have to present a form of identification.

In this election, the Reilly ticket claims to have proof that a substantial number of students who voted were not asked to show any form of identification.

Among the election procedures it is stated that "some form of I.D. is required - SMC preferred." But a letter sent to Reilly's ticket by the election committee stated that "positive visual identification, including request for name, social security number, address, etc. is acceptable."

The Reilly ticket said they do not agree with this procedure and that it should be changed.

The Reilly ticket submitted a petition for a revote for the initial election as well as a cover letter explaining their objection.

Deadline now set for transfer to new dorms
By KENDRA MORRILL
Copy Editor

Notre Dame women have until March 25 to request to transfer into Knott and Siegfried Halls, the new women's residence halls to be open for occupancy in the fall, according to a letter sent out last week by Student Residences.

The letter, which was sent out to all present Notre Dame freshmen, sophomores and juniors, includes a transfer application which must be returned to Student Residences by 5 p.m. March 25.

There has already been "an abundance of people wanting to go to Siegfried," said Evelyn Reinebold, director of Student Residences.

Reinebold speculated that the reason for this preference is "an election debate, page 4

Problem of alcoholism confronted by clergy
By REGIS CICCIA
Assistant News Editor

Although alcoholism is a disease that strikes about one in 10 individuals who drink, experts say, it seems to be a larger problem among clergy than lay people, said Steve Newton, special projects coordinator of the Center for Social Concerns.

There are high rates of alcoholism among the clergy and those in the helping professions, such as medicine and counseling, said Newton, a fellow on the board of governors in the American College of Addiction Treatment. As a consequence, he said, "they usually get treatment a lot later."

"It's a human illness," said Holy Cross Father John Wilson. "Priests, brothers and sisters would be expected to catch colds just like anybody else. I've heard that one out of every 10 people who use alcohol will become an alcoholic," he said.

"I presume it would be the same for a priest."

On Feb. 17, Holy Cross Brother Edward Luther left his post as Fisher Hall rector to enter a week-long alcohol assessment program.

It was not known Monday whether Luther would undergo long-term treatment. He entered Guest House, a Michigan treatment center for alcoholic clergy, after an "intervention" by members of the Holy Cross community.

Intervention, a step taken by concerned family, friends or fellow community members, is seen CLERGY, page 5

Charges arose election debate
By ANGELA MC DONALD
News Staff

Allegations made by Ann Reilly's ticket for Saint Mary's student body office sparked debate at Monday night's Programming Board meeting.

Mary Carol Cahill, traditional events commissioner, stated, "I felt my integrity was being attacked in regards to what was stated in the paper about the elections in Friday's article."

Reilly said Thursday that the election system is flawed because it allows for potential problems, giving people in student government who man the polls too much leeway.

Ann Reilly said Monday night, "We're not impugning their integrity, we just feel that there are flaws in the current system."

Among the election procedures it is stated that "some form of I.D. is required - SMC preferred." But a letter sent to Reilly's ticket by the election committee stated that "positive visual identification, including request for name, social security number, address, etc. is acceptable."

The Reilly ticket said they do not agree with this procedure and that it should be changed.

The Reilly ticket submitted a petition for a revote for the initial election as well as a cover letter explaining their objection.
In Brief

The impeachment trial of Arizona Gov. Evan Mecham opened Monday, and within hours he lost a plea for dismissal of the charges against him. Mecham stayed at the suburban Glendale offices of his “government in exile,” and said he was too busy to watch the proceedings on television. A former Mecham supporter in the state senate said that judging from the heavy vote against Mecham on dismissal, things looked bad for the governor.

-Catholic Faith Series

Of Interest

Catholic Faith Series continues tonight from 7 to 8:30 in Keenan-Stanford Chapel. Father Bob Kennedy will speak on “What Catholics Should Know About the Sacraments.” -The Observer

Snickers New Music Search finals can be heard tonight on KDUF-FM (90.1) from 239-7342 to vote for your favorite band. The winning band will be awarded a recording contract with a major label. -The Observer

If you wear green today and are spotted in the dining halls at 12:30 and 5:30 p.m. by a SUB representative, you will receive some “Irish goodies.” -The Observer

“The Quiet Man,” starring John Wayne will be shown tonight at 7 and 9:30 in Montgomery Theatre in LaFortune Student Center. -The Observer

Seniors wishing to try out to be Baccalaureate Mass readers should come to Sacred Heart Church at 4 p.m. today. Readings can be picked up at the Senior Class Office. -The Observer

The Women’s Care Center Pregnancy Help Center is open Tuesday and Thursday at 4 p.m. for readers during the weekend of March 4. Volunteers will be trained to provide pregnancy testing, crisis counseling, and community referral. The center will be held on campus in the Knights of Columbus building. Contact the Women’s Care Center Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. or Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 234-0663 for more information. -The Observer

The Collegiate Jazz Festival needs ticket takers, stage crew, and many other workers for all three sessions of the festival April 8 and 9. Anyone interested should call Ken Schwartz at 283-1100. -The Observer

Adlai Stevenson will lecture on “Democracy and Civic Virtue: From the Greek Ideal to the Modern American Reality” at noon Wednesday in Room 230 in the Law School Courtyard. -The Observer

Career and Placement Services is sponsoring a Government Career Day Wednesday from noon until 4 p.m. in the Center for Continuing Education. Representative from federal, state and local government agencies will be in attendance to discuss summer employment and career opportunities available in the government sector. -The Observer

Sophomore Literary Festival is looking for freshmen to organize next year’s Festival. Call Mike Evces at 283-1537 for details. -The Observer

Freshman Orientation Executive Committee applications can be picked up today in the Student Government Office on the second floor of LaFortune Student Center. Applications are due by 4 p.m. Monday, March 7. -The Observer

University Counseling Center is sponsoring a workshop on date rape, which will be held in the Foster Room in LaFortune Student Center tonight at 6:30 p.m. This workshop is designed to increase awareness in both men and women about the circumstances surrounding date rape. -The Observer

The Department of English Presents

The Ward-Phillips Lectures

February 29-March 9, 1988

The Languages of Pain:
Literature, Medicine, and the Body
David B. Morris

Monday, February 29
4:30 P.M.
Comedy: Pain and Its Absences

Wednesday, March 2
4:30 P.M.
Hysteria: Pain and Gender

Monday, March 7
4:30 P.M.
Melandony: The PLEASURES of Pain

Wednesday, March 9
4:30 P.M.
Tragedy: Pain Ancient and Modern

All lectures will be held in the Galvin Life Science Center Auditorium
The writers featured at the Sophomore Literary Festival are not household names, said Mike Evces, chairman of the Festival's executive committee. Despite this, Evces said he considered the festival a great success because of the students' response.

Household names such as Norman Mailer or James Michener are too expensive, he said. The average writer's charge for a two-day appearance, he said, was $8,000 for a two-day appearance.

Several organizations co-sponsored the festival this year to meet the rising costs of participating authors. The Black Studies Program, the Black Cultural Arts Council, the Sophomore Core Program and the English Department shared the increased fees.

If household names are to be attracted to future Sophomore Literary Festivals, Rossi said the best way for this to be accomplished is through a mandate from students for the allocation of more money.

The writers featured at the Sophomore Literary Festival are not household names, said Mike Evces, chairman of the Festival's executive committee. Despite this, Evces said he considered the festival a great success because of the students' response.

Household names such as Norman Mailer or James Michener are too expensive, he said. The average writer's charge for a two-day appearance, he said, was $8,000 for a two-day appearance.

Several organizations co-sponsored the festival this year to meet the rising costs of participating authors. The Black Studies Program, the Black Cultural Arts Council, the Sophomore Core Program and the English Department shared the increased fees.

If household names are to be attracted to future Sophomore Literary Festivals, Rossi said the best way for this to be accomplished is through a mandate from students for the allocation of more money.
**Armenians protest in USSR**

Associated Press

MOSCOW—“Hooligans” went on a rampage in a city in Azerbaijan, Tass reported Monday. An Armenian dissident said “bugs” beat and knifed Armenians as the ethnic hatred fanned by a territorial dispute spread in the Caucasus republics.

Street demonstrations, in which some witnesses said more than 1 million people participated, took place in the Armenian capital of Yerevan last week. An Armenian dissident told the Associated Press on Monday that two people in another city in Azerbaidzhan for “civic maturity,” according to Reinebold.

Soviet deputy prosecutor general said over the weekend that two people in another region of Azerbaidzhan had been killed in “disorders” sparked by Armenian demands that a part of Azerbaijan be reattached to their republic.

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev appealed Friday to the people of Armenia and Azerbaidzhan for “civic maturity,” but state-run media reports and accounts reaching dissident circles in Moscow on Monday indicated he had failed to quell the dispute.

**Dorms**

continued from page 1

for Siegfried is that it is less remote from campus than Knott.

If too many people apply to transfer to Siegfried, she said, there may have to be a lottery to put people into Knott.

Reinebold said Student Residences would like “to divide the transfers (into the new dorms) so the the numbers are even. We don’t want a hall of all (off-campus) transfers or a hall of all freshmen,” she said.

Eighty-three off-campus students presently on the waiting list received the letter and transfer applications, according to Reinebold. Student Residences is discouraging “pulling people in from off-campus. We’re saying if you really want to live with a person (from off-campus) then transfer into Siegfried or Knott,” she said. “We need to get upperclassmen in the new dorms.”

Pamela Stanush, a Pasquerilla West junior, said if she were a freshman she would consider transferring “because freshmen haven’t established as many strong ties to the old dorm. It would be an adventure.” But, as a junior, “I want to further develop friendships I have now, rather than starting all over and meeting new people,” said Stanush. “For freshmen, though, it’s a great way to meet new people; it would really add variety,” she added.

Sharon McKenna, also a junior, expressed similar sentiments. “In general, people are already with their crowd,” she said. “Maybe if the whole crowd moves — but why leave friends?”

“Second, the new dorms aren’t going to have atmosphere, dorm spirit, personal­ity,” McKenna said.

Reinebold said she sees the absence of a defined dorm spirit or personality as an advantage, giving the new residents a chance to create a whole new dorm style.

Beyond this and that the dorms are brand new, Siegfried and Knott have “basically no advantages over (Pasquerilla) East and (Pasquerilla) West,” according to Reinebold.

Siegfried and Knott Halls are identical in structure to Pasquerilla East and West, Reinebold said. Each dorm can house 240 residents, with singles, doubles and quads available. Knott is located next to Juniper Road and Pasquerilla East; Siegfried is next to Pasquerilla West.
Clergy
continued from page 1

A way of helping alcoholics recognize they have a problem, Newton said. "Refusal should never happen because you're just presenting the behavior in a non-judgmental, matter-of-fact way," he said.

Priests and clergymen suspected the economy will keep growing," Maggetti said. "(Complete divestment is) not just clearing your hands, it's taking a lot away from the South African system," said Maggetti, who advocated national economic sanctions and eventually a multinational divestment from South African business.

Maggetti also asked for support of the current national of alcoholism are sent for treatment with the intention of returning to their places in the community, Wilson said. "That's the objective, to put them back on the job, to restore them to health. That's the assurance you get when you go into treatment," he said. "We're not out to get you."

Intervention is done out of concern for the person, Wilson said. "In the Holy Cross center in Benton Harbor, Mich., only three or four treatment centers around the nation dedicated solely to priests and clergy, he said, but added "They would get the same treatment. There might be a potential for overcoming denial."

Wilson said the Holy Cross was one of the first religious communities to develop a program aimed at helping alcoholics. "We're no different from anybody else," he said. "Most religious orders have a program of love and concern."

Views toward alcoholism have changed greatly in the last five years, Wilson said, but added "The stigma is still there."

"A lot of people don't expect to see it among priests or brothers or sisters. They believe on the lips that it's a disease but keep deep down they think it's a sin or moral problem," said Wilson. "The priest or brother might feel that himself the stigma seems to be worse because there's more denial."

Denial of a dependency on alcohol or any other drug is a major stumbling block in treatment, according to a counselor at an alcohol treatment center.

"Denial is one of the main symptoms of the disease," said Irma Delong, a counselor at New Horizons, a rehabilitation center in Benton Harbor, Mich. "Until you can break through denial the treatment isn't going to be terribly effective," she said.

"There's a lot of denial among the professional people. It's hard for them to convince themselves that they need help," Delong said. "Intervention is a great tool to get them in for treatment."

The Observer is now accepting applications for

Computer Graphic Artist

deadline: March 4th, 5:00 p.m.

Applications available at The Observer.

Another Multicultural Event:

A Fireside Chat on Being an American Indian by "Dancing Feather"

WED., MARCH 2

ISO Lounge 2nd Floor

La Fortune 7:30 p.m.
Mail from the readers

Sirs:
I'm confused. The papers all agree that the dollar is falling, but some say that this is good for the economy, while others say the opposite. If the dollar is falling shouldn't somebody catch it?

Dear Reader:
When the dollar decreases in value it is said to be falling. The less the dollar is worth the more dollars you need to buy a foreign currency. For example, a dollar used to be worth 150 yen, but now a dollar is worth only about 130 yen. This means that it takes more dollars to buy a Japanese product worth 150 yen now, than it did when the dollar was worth 150 yen. A falling dollar, therefore, makes imported goods more expensive. Economists say this is good because fewer exports will reduce America's trade deficit. On the flip side of the coin, American goods also become cheaper for foreign buyers. A Japanese buyer now only has to spend 130 yen to buy something worth a dollar, whereas before he had to spend 150 yen. This also helps decrease our trade deficit.

Wholihan and Cleays

Business Briefs

Sirs:
I have a limited budget and am considering investing in options. Exactly what are options, and how can they give me a return for my money?

Dear Reader:
An option is a right to buy or sell given securities at a specified price within a certain period of time. A call option gives the owner the right to buy a stock at a specified price within a given period of time. A put option gives the owner the right to sell a stock at a specified price within a given period of time. If one thinks that Sears is going to rise by April, one may, for example, purchase a call in April for 80 dollars on a share, the investor expects that Sears will be trading above 80 dollars by April. The investor expects that Sears will be trading above 80 dollars by April. If one does a call option and sells it for less than 80 dollars, the investor will lose money. If one does a put option and sells it for more than 80 dollars, the investor will make money. The investor hopes that Sears will be worth more than 80 dollars by April.

Top 5 Network TV Advertisers

1987 Network Spending

Top 5 Network TV Advertisers

1. General Motors
2. McDonald's
3. Kraft
4. PepsiCo
5. Procter & Gamble

Source: Advertising Age

South Bend's Original

PIZZA AND PASTA!

We Serve The Best in Italian & American Cuisine

Owners: DePonte & Opera & Rocco & John Amendola

36 Years In Business

5 P.M. TO 1 A.M. Tuesday thru Saturday

A Tradition With Students!

ROCCO'S RESTAURANT

202 E. Market St.
South Bend, Indiana

233-2464

Notre Dame Pre-Professional Society

President: Matt McGahan
Naval Medical Programs Officer

Presentation of His Experiences as a Naval Medical Officer

March 1, Tuesday

123 Nieland Science Hall
7:00 p.m.

All Interested in Health Care

Profession Welcome

Golden Dome Productions

spreads info and images

By MICHAEL J. FAEHNER

Business Writer

No matter how well or poorly the Irish football team is doing, there is one thing that remains constant: the thirty second image spot about Notre Dame. The image spot is the University's chance to tell the rest of the nation about their school. Irish fans may have noticed that the image spot, which has run throughout the season, was dumped in favor of a new one featuring Notre Dame basketball players.

Where did this new (and I must say improved) image spot come from?

It didn't come from the University, like many people thought at first. It is a result of many hours of work put in by Golden Dome Productions.

Golden Dome Productions is a production company that works out of Channel 16 WNDU. They are the people who built the studio at Golden Dome Productions.

Chock Huffman, executive producer of Golden Dome, said, "If we are going to attract students, we have to make the schools look good. We are a separate business.

Golden Dome Productions deals mainly with industrial and corporate programming on television. We do orientation programs for them. We help firms train employees. We do video for the Center for Social Concerns. It's going to give students who see it an overview of the University.

We went on to say, "If a marketing department of a firm wants to sell a stock, they are a separate business. Golden Dome Productions is a production company that works out of Channel 16 WNDU. They are the people who built the studio at Golden Dome Productions.

Chock Huffman, executive producer of Golden Dome, said, "If we are going to attract students, we have to make the schools look good. We are a separate business.

Golden Dome Productions deals mainly with industrial and corporate programming on television. We do orientation programs for them. We help firms train employees. We do video for the Center for Social Concerns. It's going to give students who see it an overview of the University.

Each ad will be reviewed and approved by Notre Dame. The University will go through quite a rigorous procedure. This year, Notre Dame will take the lead by being the first to do four different ads running. Each ad will be reviewed before being sent out to a few test markets to see if it would achieve its purpose.

"The University gave us what they wanted the ads to express, and we have to be creative in getting those ideas across," said Salvador.

The University set forth five ideas about Notre Dame that they wanted to show the world. These are:

(1) Notre Dame is a national university.

(2) Notre Dame is a Catholic university, whose purpose is not to teach facts, but also values.

(3) Notre Dame is a residential university.

(4) Notre Dame is both an undergraduate school with a curriculum and a separate business.

(5) Notre Dame is an up-and-coming company. Their recent change of image and identity has been extremely successful. They are constantly expanding their staff in hopes of grabbing more business.

So, Irish fans, lookout. Next season Notre Dame will not only have a national championship, but also a new ad campaign for them. The new ad campaign will show the nation what makes Notre Dame the best!
Notre Dame transpo: a valuable service

ZACH HUDGINS

Have you ever gotten a ride to class in a golf cart because you have been injured? Have you ever had to jump out of the way as a golf cart sped past you doing close to twenty miles an hour? Have you ever wondered how the students in wheelchairs on campus get to class on a snowy South Bend morning? If so, you have thought about Notre Dame’s transpo system.

This is a service available to students and visitors to help them get around campus if they are permanently or temporarily disabled.

The program was started four years ago under the supervision of Sr. John Miriam Jones S.C., associate provost. She is the coordinator for disabled students on campus. More specifically associated with the disabled transportation is Fr. Bonaventure Scully of Keenan Hall. Both work with the office of Student Affairs to help the disabled students on campus.

The golf carts for temporarily disabled students are run by the service’s student coordinator, Dave Fredry of Keenan Hall. “I like to be known as king of the golf carts though, because it is a little easier than my official title.”

Fredry coordinates 30 volunteers and an average of 60 rides a week. Time slots are on hour long and run from 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. “We have as many as eight riders in a time slot during Interhall football season. I guess more people get hurt and need our service then.”

The golf carts aren’t the only service available to help the disabled students on campus. NBC airs reruns of the same title, “A Year in the Life,” and “Slap Maxwell.”

“The university is trying to do everything it can for the disabled students on campus,” says Bonaventure, who has pulled the program together into a very well run unit.

“We care about the disabled students on campus. Not everyone knows the services are available,” says Jones. “It is one of the best run student projects on campus.”

The Notre Dame disabled transportation service is only available to Notre Dame students. It is also separate from the golf cart service that is available to varsity athletes.

Jim Lark is a sophomore in manufacturing company) together.

Joe has four children. Anne (Wendy Phillips), 34, has been married and divorced twice. Once a flower child, Anne struggles to have a modern attitude toward her two children (both by her first husband): David (Trey Ames) and Sonny (Amanda Peterson).

Joe Bucolo

To be continued...

Lindsey is Joe’s second child. Played by Jayne Atkinson, this 30-year-old is married to Jim Eisenberg (Adam Arkin), a respectable attorney. They have a baby, Ruthie, named after Joe’s late wife, Ruth (played by Eva-Marie Saint in the mini-series). Jack (Morgan Stevens) is Joe’s third child. Already married and divorced at 29, Jack is the family’s rebel.

Sam (David Oliver), 23, is Joe’s “baby.” He is married to Kay (Sarah Jessica Parker). Well, those are the Gardners... all except Naxie, the Gardner’s dog.

The plots on the show are spectacular. Each episode focuses on a few characters. Often times, some characters are not even featured in an episode at all; however, the viewers’ attention focused on the main action. Death, divorce, sex, and religious discrimination are just a few of the issues "A Year in the Life" addresses...and they do it brilliantly.

Case in point: the February 17th episode. It featured the return of Keith, Anne’s first husband. The viewers could feel the tension. Anne did not want to deprive Keith of his children’s love. Sonny acted as if she and Keith were best of friends while David could not cope with the situation; he hated his father.

Another plot deals with the death of one of Joe’s old war buddies. Again the viewers find themselves caught in a situation of passion and sorrow as old friendships are renewed and old wounds reopened.

The plots, intriguing in and of themselves, are accentuated and enhanced by this show’s superb cast. Richard Kiley is the most believable and convincing television patriarch since Robert Young in "Father Knows Best." Phillips and Arkin are especially talented; however, the entire cast is worthy of praise as their acting talents meld together to form a solid family show. Nevertheless, if any actors steal the show, they are Trey Ames and Amanda Peterson.

Ames’ performance as confused adolescent David is so real the viewers wonder if the Gardners are his real-life family. Peterson plays the intelligent, carefree Sonny flawlessly. If the show is around as long as it deserves to be, these two actors will have plenty of opportunity to exercise and develop their outstanding talents.

“A Year in the Life” is a combination of “The Waltons,” “Family” and “thirtysomething.” These are real-life characters that viewers do care about in modern (often yuppies) situations. Don’t hear about it the day after. Tune in...and live "A Year in the Life."
New grading policy a positive step

The purpose of a university’s grading system is to reflect accurately a student’s achievement in the classroom. In order to best pursue this purpose, the Registrar’s Office, after a recommendation from student government, has added “B +”, “C +” and “C -” grades. The addition of these grades is a necessary step for the University and will eventually benefit both students and professors.

The increase in the actual number of grades available from seven to ten will ensure more precise measurements of a student’s work. Previously, a student whose work was on the borderline between grades would rise or drop an entire half letter grade.

When the new system goes into effect next semester, if a student is on the border of a grade, he will gain or lose only a third of a letter grade. Eventually, this will work to the benefit of the students by bringing consistency.

The system also will bring the University’s grading system in line with other schools which the Office of Advanced Studies judged to be comparable to Notre Dame. This system should ultimately benefit students when applying to graduate studies judged to be comparable to Notre Dame. This system should ultimately benefit students when applying to graduate programs. Because implementation of this system will result in two different grade scales for this year’s underclassmen, it is vital to make clear how the system works.

A grade point average’s worth is relative to the university. Therefore, particular attention should be paid to juniors, who have had six semesters under the current system, making their averages the most inconsistent upon graduation.

Despite these drawbacks, the new grading system should be a plus for all students.

- The Observer

On a weekly basis The Observer will select an issue that is of interest to the community. In order to present various views on the issue, columns will be solicited from members of the University community. An invitation is also extended to members of the Administration. In addition to these contributions, The Observer will also comment on the issue.

The Observer welcomes letters to the Editor concerning the opinions presented on these and other issues. The Observer, however, reserves the right to edit all letters, and the shorter the letter the better chance it has for publication. You may address the letters to The Observer, P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556.
Reagan widens income gap

Editor's Note: The following letter is the second in a series of five that will coincide with President Reagan's visit to campus.

Dear Editor:

In the U.S. Bishops' pastoral letter, "Economic Justice for All," the bishops state, "we find the disparities of income and wealth in the United States to be unacceptable. Justice requires that all members of our society work for economic, political and social reforms that will decrease these inequalities." Clearly, as Catholics and people concerned about justice issues, we cannot ignore the increasing disparity between the rich and the poor in the United States since the onset of the Reagan administration in 1980. The income gap is now wider than at any other time since this data began being collected in 1947. The poorest two-fifths of the population currently receive a smaller portion of the national income than at any other time while the richest two-fifths receive a larger share than ever before. President Reagan is by no means responsible for the problem of poverty in the U.S., but his policies have certainly allowed the rich to get richer and the poor to get poorer.

Since Reagan has been in office, the number of poor in the U.S. has risen from 29.3 million in 1960 to 34 million currently. In May of 1986 Reagan said, "I don't believe that there is anyone going hungry in America simply by reason of denial or lack of ability to feed them, it is by people not knowing where or how to get help." These words are surprising considering they come from a man whose administration ended the Food Stamp Outreach Program in 1981, which was designed to inform the poor about eligibility requirements and how to apply for benefits. After wiping out this program, his budget cut money going to food stamps by 18.8 percent. He requested further cuts, but they were not granted.

Repeatedly, the poorest of the poor have suffered at the hands of Reagan's budget cuts. Women and children have been hit the hardest. Two-thirds of the 11 million Aid to Families with Dependent Children recipients are children, and 90 percent are families headed by women. The Reagan budget reduced AFDC by 11.7 percent. This, coupled with the food stamps cuts, helped cause a seven percent increase in the number of poor families below the poverty line in the first four years of the Reagan administration.

The Children's Defense Fund estimates that one U.S. child dies every 53 minutes from the effects of poverty. Considering this statistic, it is hard to believe such budget cuts have been allowed to take place.

As we prepare to welcome Ronald Reagan to our campus, it is important to consider the words of the bishops and to search for ways to ensure the prosperity most of us at Notre Dame enjoy. Certainly, a continuation of policies like Reagan's will not alleviate the problem of disparity. We need to step back into our child- hood and recall our admiration for people like Robin Hood who took from the rich and gave to the poor rather than vice versa.

Poiley Carl
Pax Christi-Notre Dame
February 26, 1988

Quote of the Day

"Only eyes washed by tears can see clearly."

Louis L. Mann
Raiders name coach

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES -- Mike Shanahan, a former Denver assistant who has been trying to lose the Alouettes for the past four years, was introduced as the club's head coach Monday and said his immediate goal was to help the team win another championship.

"It's going to be a privilege to me to keep up the tradition of a Tom Flores, a John Madden and an Al Davis, that kind of tradition and the championships that were won here," Shanahan said at a news conference. "I know these goals can be achieved.

"My concern is not really with the playoffs because my standards are higher than getting into the playoffs. Our standards are the two win world championships. It's been a situation of great tradition and great success. I'm going to add to that success."
Xavier hits top 20; Temple keeps No. 1 spot

Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Coach Pete Gillen was surprised and concerned to learn that his Xavier parity throughout college basketball is unbelievable.

Xavier was No. 20 in the AP poll released Monday, its first Top Twenty ranking since December, 1988.

Temple, 25-1, landed first place votes and 1,126 points, followed by North Carolina State, Wyoming, Loyola Marymount, Vanderbilt and Xavier, which replaced Missouri, 17-8, in the Top Twenty. The Tigers lost both their games last week, falling to Colorado 87-78 and Kansas 82-77.

Pittsburgh, 20-4, fell one place to seventh after losing 89-72 to Seton Hall last week. Kentucky regained the Top Ten after its 62-58 victory over them. No. 10 Syracuse Sunday. The 26-2 Wildcats, 12th last week, received 786 points.

Duke and Michigan, fifth and seventh last week, rounded out the Top Ten.

Gillen hopes his team can build on the ranking rather than get complacent after having reached the Top Twenty.

Gillen led Xavier to its best record ever, 25-5, in his first season, then engineered the NCAA tournament success last year. The team's leader is senior Byron Larkin, brother of Cincinnati Reds shortstop Harry Larkin.

Correction

The Observer incorrectly reported Monday that Mike Joyce had lost to Mike Noone in Sunday's Bengal Bouts quarterfinals. Joyce defeated Paul Burke and will face Noone in Wednesday's semifinals. Noone actually had defeated Chris Balcezak.

Also, six returning champions are competing in this year's Bengal Bouts, those being Noone, Duggan, Har- tigan, John Ullill, Greg Rowe, and Dan Gamahe. The article in Monday's issue of The Observer reported that only three were back.

$2
MATEO'S SUBS
Presents
Two Buck Tuesday!
Any 7” Sub for Only $2.00
Free Delivery 271-0SUB
“The Most for the Least from
The Beast from the East”

---

The University has admitted
Paula Michele Speckman
to the degree of
Bachelor of Arts
and all the honors privileges and obligations belonging thereto,

---

At Southwestern Bell Corporation, we know a great education doesn't guarantee you a great job. In the real world, you have to be in the right place at the right time. With the right people.

That's why we're currently visiting top schools around the country. Offering talented, ambitious students with majors in all areas of study, the opportunity to interview with one of the largest companies in the U.S.

Headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri, we provide a wide range of career possibilities. From communications services to publishing, to mobile phone services and telecommunications equipment. And with over 64,000 people and total assets of more than $30 billion, there's no limit to how far your education can take you.

So stop by and visit us at the place and time listed below.

If you have what it takes, we can offer you the opportunities to earn the rewards your education expect from four years of hard work. And you can count on that.

Information Meeting, March 2, 1988
7:00 - 9:00 pm, Alumni Room, Morris Inn

Southwestern Bell Corporation

Equal Opportunity Employer
Sports Briefs

Lance Madison has been named ACHA player of the week. The Notre Dame goalie gave up just three goals in 6-1 and 4-2 wins over ACHA rival Lake Forest this past weekend. -The Observer

Randy Morris was named Notre Dame’s Most Valuable Player at the soccer team banquet this weekend. Paul LaVigne was tabbed Most Improved Player. Rolfe Behrje and Tim Hartigan shared the Most Dedicated award and Paul Gluck won the St. Joseph Valley Student-Athlete Award. -The Observer

Women’s Bookstore basketball sign-ups will be held March 3 from 7-9 p.m. in Room 108 LaFortune. There is a $5 entry fee. For more information, call Barbara at 238-4003. -The Observer

Women’s Rugby will have a practice tonight from 10-11 p.m. at Lotus Athletic Facility. All those interested please attend. Any questions, call Lauren at 3860 or Kathy at 9467. -The Observer

Tennis continued from page 16

junior Natalie Illig were defeated by the Redkins’ Stacey 6(7-4), 4-6, 6-1.

Gracevision, Notre Dame’s only half television system, will be filming this year’s Bengal Bouts. Videotape orders can be placed at the door of Stepnan Center each night of the fights. Tapes of each weight class, or of the championship night are available for $29.95. -The Observer

Late registration for 1988 Men’s Bookstore Basketball will be held tomorrow from 3-5 p.m. in the SUB offices in LaFortune. Any questions, call Mike at 1962. -The Observer

J. Chapman of WSFI will be the guest on this week’s “Speaking of Sports” on WPFI. Call 239-6860 to join co-host Jamey Rappap and host Rick Rietbrock from 10-11 p.m. -The Observer

The Blue Line Club is sponsoring a trip to the ACHA playoffs in Dearborn, Mich. The bus leaves Friday and returns Saturday after the game or Sunday morning. Cost is approximately $30 and accommodations are available at the Hyatt Regency at $65 a room. -The Observer

The Judo Club competed at the University of Wisconsin Open Judo tournament this weekend. John Fox took second in the men’s 175 pound division and Kathy Bryienz took third in the women’s lightweight division. Both will be competing in the NCAA Nationals Sat. March 27 in San Jose. Cal. -The Observer

SMC intramural volleyball forms are now available at AAF front desk. Forms are due tomorrow.

David Rivers was one of the top 10 vote-getters in District VI voting by the U.S. Basketball Writers Association. Bradley’s Heresay Hawkins was named player of the year and Purdue’s Gene Kealy was selected coach of the year. They are joined by Michigan’s Gary Grant and Glen Rice, Troy Lewis and Todd Mitchell of Purdue, Dean Garrett of Indiana, Byron Larkin of Xavier of Ohio, Dan Majerle of Central Michigan and Marty Simmons of Evanville.

The district includes Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Ohio. Associated Press

Tennis

Wish your friends a Happy Birthday through Observer advertising.

FORMALWEAR FITTING AND SAVINGS EXTRAVAGANZA!

Louie’s Tux Shop and the formal committee invite you to attend a formalwear fitting party, on campus, for the upcoming Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s formal. You’ll be professionally fitted for your tux... plus you’ll receive a special discount on our selection of formalwear, including:

Basic Black Tux - $50.95* Designer Black Tux - $49.95* Deluxe Black Tux - $54.95* Come to the Louie’s Tux Shop formalwear fitting party on campus. You’ll find the style you want to make you look your best... and special savings on your tuxedo rental.

WHEN: March 1 & 2, New Orleans Room, LaFortune March 3: LeMans Lobby, SMC

CENTER FOR SPIRITUALITY
SAINT MARY’S COLLEGE

The Fourth Annual Madeleva Lecture in Spirituality

“Women and Teaching: Themes for a Spirituality of Pedagogy”

Maria Harris

Nationally-regarded writer, lecturer and authority on education

Thursday, March 3, 1988
7:30 p.m.

O’Laughlin Auditorium
Saint Mary’s College
Notre Dame, Indiana

Admission free

For further information, contact Center for Spirituality 238-4003

FRESHMEN FRESHMEN FRESHMEN

EDUCATION IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS

A PROGRAM ARRANGED BY
DEAN MICHAEL J. LOUX AND THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS

6:30 P.M. TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1988 - ENGINEERING (CUSHING) AUDITORIUM

FRESHMEN FRESHMEN FRESHMEN
Swimmers finish with fifth at MIC

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writer

"To our outsider, our finish might have been fair, but the result were truly magnificent."

So said Irish swimming coach Tim Welsh after his men's squad took fifth in the Midwest Independent Championships in Chicago last weekend.

Illinois State won the meet with 862 points followed by Northern Illinois at 805.5. Oakland took third at 566.5, Northern Michigan fourth at 459 and the Irish fifth at 422. Western Illinois, Illinois-Chicago, Northern Iowa and Eastern Illinois rounded out the field.

"The key thing to this meet is not the team's finish," Welsh said. "The key thing for us is that we had best times, univer-

ity records, and improvement from the beginning of the season."

Indeed, the Irish swimmers made great strides in taking fifth place at this meet. That result was 100 points better than their sixth-place finish a year ago. More importantly, the Irish set nine University records during the three-day meet, including every relay event.

"It was very pleased with the results," Welsh said. "The women have been swimming every weekend since our return from Arizona in January and this is our fastest weekend we have had. This is our highest scoring team, with the most number of season and lifetime best times and the most University records."

Freshman Becky Wood led the University-record assault with a first-place finish in the 100 breaststroke with a time of 1:08.27. She also took second in the 200 breaststroke with another school record of 2:27.53. On top things off, Wood was on the third-place 200 medley relay team and the fourth-place 400 medley relay squad. Both teams posted University records.

"Becky is a competitor and she loves to win," Welsh said. "Technically she is a very good breaststroker. She likes to race to win and she gets there by working hard."

Freshman Christy Moston capped off a brilliant inaugural season by taking third in the 100 backstroke and fifth in the 200 backstroke. She also swam legs on the 200 and 400 medley relay teams and the 800 free team. All five performances accounted for new University records.

"Christy's 100 and 200 backstroke times were her lifetime bests by significant amounts," Welsh said. "She just had another outstanding meet. We've relied on her in a lot of events this season."

Senior Amy Darlington closed out her Notre Dame career with second place in the 300 butterfly, fifth place in the 200 freestyle and sixth in the 500 free. She also was part of the 400 medley and the 200 and 800 free relay teams. "Amy has been a consistent, versatile, strong competitor throughout her four years," Welsh said. "In the Midwest meet alone, she has been second in four events during the course of her career. She's definitely one of the strongest and most versatile swimmers in the meet."

All in all, the women's season left Welsh pleased and optimistic about the future of the program.

"The team finished 9-7 in dual meets but lost four of those meets by less than 12 points. The Irish proved they could compete against the best programs, tying for first in the Notre Dame relays, taking second in the National Catholics, first in the Midwest Collegiate Conference Championships and fifth in the Midwest Independent Invitational Championships.

"The thing I'm proudest of is the team growth as an athletic unit," Welsh said.

"We said at the beginning of the season that our performance would come from a vis-

ion of excellence combined with self-discipline and love for one another," Welsh continued. "I think we are stronger at the end of the season in every one of those areas."

"With the growth thing about Notre Dame is we can say these things with a straight face and mean it."

---

Financial aid turned you down, but you still need a job on campus.
$ The Observer can solve your problem. We are currently looking for committed, dependable, and diligent students to typeset once a week. Please contact Mark Ridgeway for more information.
$ GROW WITH A FIRST-RATE MEDICAL TEAM

Where you go in your profession often has a lot to do with where you start. If you want to make the most of your potential, look into the many opportunities available in NAVY MEDICINE.

• Medical Scholarships
• Unique Careers for Math/Science Majors
• Unlimited Career Potential For Nurses

The NAVY MEDICAL TEAM offers a professional career plus the unique benefits and rewarding lifestyle as a NAVY Officer.

• Excellent Medical Facilities
• Competitive Salary & Benefits
• Navy Officer fringe benefits

A Navy Medical Programs representative will be on campus on March 2, 1988 JOB FAIR. Make an appointment at the Placement Office, or call ahead for information.
1-800-327-8836

STUDE'S LOUNGE
Corner of Ironwood and Mishawaka Ave.
Cordially Invites ND & SMC To Join Us:
WICKED WEDNESDAY:

Frozen of Regular Long Island Ice Teas $2.50
24 oz Draft Beers $1.25
Domestic Canned Beers $1.00
Imported Canned Beers $1.75
All Shots $1.00

THURSDAY:
Any Shot $1.00
24 oz Draft Beers $1.00

FREE SNACKS
MUSIC-DJ-BEST IN TOWN
TOP 40 DANCE MUSIC
NO COVER
Across the street from 7-11 Food Mart

---

WICKED WEDNESDAY:

Fencers continued from page 16
and the women continued to battle Midwest rival Wayne St.
For the men's foil team, Yehuda Kovacs (13-1), Phil Leary (12-2) and Derek Holzman (12-2) finished second, third and fourth, respectively, behind Wayne State's Albrecht Kiel. Coach DeCicco remains pleased with Kovacs, his senior All-American foilist, "I like what I see in Yehuda because he is peaking at just the right time of the year," said DeCicco. "If he can maintain that intensity, then I think that he is on a collision course with the top fencers of the nation in competing for the gold medal at the NCAAs."

DeCicco remarked that he felt himself to be in an "envi-

able position" because he must make a decision among foilists as to who will be selected to go to Princeton in March.

"Each school may send only two fencers in each division, and the top score is taken of the two," DeCicco said. The situation will be the same for the sabre division. "Leser, Nowosielski (14-0), Danny Yu (13-1) and Chris Buehler (12-2) all posted impressive victories in cruising to a sweep of the top three sabre spots this weekend. DeCicco feels that of the three divisions, the sabre team has matured the best during the past season.

"The sabre team is on the threshold of being one of the best ever in Notre Dame his-

tory...although they don't always dominate like I think they should," said DeCicco.

The two finished second behind captain Todd Griffee (13-1). Doug Yu (13-1) also was part of the second-place finish from captain Auriol. "Because we are peaking at just the right time of the year," said Auriol. "We've provided this motivation as the Irish approach the NCAAs.

In overall team competition, the men placed first ahead of Princeton and Chicago. The women finished second behind Wayne St., and St. Mary's was a surprising third.

Women's head coach Yves Auriol felt that the team was placed in a vulnerable position with the absence of team captain Molly Sullivan, who is presently competing with the Irish abroad.

"Brenda Leiser (9-5) was tough as was Kristin Kralicek (11-3)," said Auriol.

The two finished seventh and fifth respectively behind a fine performance from Anne Bar-

dula (19-1), who placed fourth.

"Overall, we fenced well," said Auriol, "but Wayne St. was probably the best team we've faced all year."

This weekend, the Irish will compete in the Midwest Regionals. The NCAA Cham-

pionships are slated for March 24-26 (men) and March 21-23 (women) at Princeton.

Irish guard David Rivers was one of the top ten vote getters in District IV for district player of the year. The selection was done by the U.S. Basket-

ball Writers' Association. Hersey Hawkins of Brad-

ley was first in the voting.

"I'm feeling pretty good of the team growth as an athletic unit," Welsh said.

"We said at the beginning of the season that our perfor-

mance would come from a vi-

sion of excellence combined with self-discipline and love for one another," Welsh continued. "I think we are stronger at the end of the season in every one of those areas."

"The growth thing about Notre Dame is we can say these things with a straight face and mean it."

---

Top 40 Hits of the Week
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The Gymnastics Club finished its season Saturday in the Golden Grips Classic in Purdue.

The women took second place in the meet, while the men's squad finished third.

Mary Drumm and Jen Hoover paced the efforts of the women, competing in the all-around competition. Drumm's best showing came in the vault as she scored an 8.6 for third-place honors. Hoover registered an 8.3 on the beam good enough for fourth place.

**Greg Guffey**

**Club Corner**

Mary Drumm and Jen Hoover paced the efforts of the women, competing in the all-around competition. Drumm's best showing came in the vault as she scored an 8.6 for third-place honors. Hoover registered an 8.3 on the beam good enough for fourth place.

---

**Reed named Nets coach**

**Associated Press**

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.-Willis Reed was named the head coach of the New Jersey Nets on Monday and told to turn around the club that has been plagued by injuries, lost 145 of 266 games and was suspended while he undergoes rehabilitation.

"We'll be looking to win as many as possible and then take it from there," Reed, 45, said.

"We're not a troubled franchise," said Reed, a Hall of Fame center, in a New York Knicks in their heyday in the late 1960s and early 70s. "I think they have problems. However, I don't see them as problems that can't be solved.

The problems are big, though.

New Jersey is 12-42 this season and tied with the Los Angeles Clippers for the worst record in the National Basketball Association. The Nets have lost 260 manpower games due to injuries, and twice in the past three seasons has lost players due to drug problems.

Two years ago, Michael Ray Richardson was banned from the NBA for violating its drug policy for a third time, and just last week forward Orlando Woolridge, Reed's cousin, admitted he has a drug problem and was suspended while he undergoes rehabilitation.

The Nets did not disclose the length of Reed's contract, but sources said it was three years in length. Reed would not discuss his salary.

Reed returns to the NBA head coaching ranks for the first time in almost 16 years when the Nets play the Clippers on Tuesday night.

"I'm looking at this as a 28-game season," Reed, 45, said. "We'll be looking to win as many as possible and then take it from there."

---

**Murphy continued from page 16**

but Murphy remained optimistic about both his staff and the rest of his team.

"Our pitching staff's going to be just fine," said Murphy. "They were very nervous. They wanted to do well badly." But you can't do well if you didn't walk very many people. It'll work for us in the long run.

"We're not really too far from us as we have a poor record early," Murphy continued. "We've adopted the motto 'No Excuses.' We realize we're at a disadvantage with some of these schools with weather and scholarships, but there are no excuses. Come May 1, you'll see a pretty darned good baseball team."

Notre Dame next plays at Indiana State on Tuesday, then goes to Indiana University for a doubleheader on Sunday.
Sports

Irish top gear for Regionals.

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Notre Dame wrestling coach Fran McCann was hoping for "an upbeat feeling going into Regionals." That's exactly what he got last Saturday, as the Irish trounced Marquette 41-7. With an upset,

"Our kids wrestled pretty well," said McCann. "They showed a lot of character and pulled together really well."

The Irish hosted the NCAA Western Regionals this weekend to determine which wrestlers qualify for the NCAA Championships. Sophomore 118-pounder Andy Radenburg showed against Marquette that he has been practicing since he last competed this season.

But the teams the Irish faced, particularly impressive in the number two position.

Sophomore Alice Lohrer also played well in this weekend's matches. "I think we're a long way to make a last-inning surge. It was a great win for Notre Dame wearing the sixes.

The Irish almost managed to sweep the Blue Devils. Duke needed just two innings to take a 5-1 lead. The Irish rallied to tie the score in the seventh inning. Duke scored three runs in its half of the seventh and take the lead for good.

"We were every bit as good as Duke," said Murphy. "We played very well. It went down to the wire in both games. If a game could have gone the other way, we could have won the second game."

Notre Dame had a more difficult task in trying to keep up with Wake Forest. The Demon Deacons, coming off a tough 4-2 loss to the nationally-ranked Miami Hurricanes, went on a hitting derby against the Irish. Wake Forest had a 17-3 lead after five innings, with shortstop Joe Shabsisky's wind- blown grand slam directing the attack.

The Irish scored three runs in the seventh inning and four runs in the ninth to make the final score 17-10. Rutson went 3-for-4 with two home runs and seven runs batted in. Coming off a mediocre junior season (.212 batting average, 21 RBI) and a recent two-month suspension, Hutson hit .615 with 11 RBI in this season's first four games.

"When he decides in his mind he wants to be a good baseball player, there's no telling what he can do," said Murphy. "He's got tremendous potential."

The Demon Deacons came out hitting again in Sunday's game, taking a 6-1 lead after two innings. Notre Dame scored three runs in the third inning and trailed 6-4 after five innings. But for the first time all week, the Irish had trouble getting runs, scoring only once after the third inning. The beat went on as the Demon Deacons scored six more runs to win 12-5.

Notre Dame successfully adopted Murphy's call for a more aggressive style of play, stealing nine bases in 12 attempts.

"It was the key to our offense," said Murphy. "We tried to stay aggressive. When we're behind, people steal more runs, it's difficult to keep that style, but every chance we had, we'd run."

Notre Dame allowed over 12 runs in a game during the week.

Women fall to MU, Illinois

By FRANK PASTOR
Sports Writer

After playing perhaps its finest match of the season in a 9-0 drubbing of Purdue less than two weeks ago, the Notre Dame women's tennis team has suddenly hit the skids. The Irish (6-1) now have lost three straight, including this past weekend's setbacks to Ohio State 2-7 and Illinois 1-4.

The lopsided scores are deceiving, however, as the Irish women were in each match until the end, losing many split sets and tiebreakers. "The scores were not indicative of the way the matches were played," said Irish coach Michelle Gallagher. "It's not like we weren't close matches. There were a lot of split sets and tiebreakers." ink. But for the first time all week, the Irish had trouble getting runs, scoring only once after the third inning. The beat went on as the Demon Deacons scored six more runs to win 12-5.

Notre Dame successfully adopted Murphy's call for a more aggressive style of play, stealing nine bases in 12 attempts.

"It was the key to our offense," said Murphy. "We tried to stay aggressive. When we're behind, people steal more runs, it's difficult to keep that style, but every chance we had, we'd run."

Notre Dame allowed over 12 runs in a game during the week.

Women fall to MU, Illinois

By FRANK PASTOR
Sports Writer

After playing perhaps its finest match of the season in a 9-0 drubbing of Purdue less than two weeks ago, the Notre Dame women's tennis team has suddenly hit the skids. The Irish (6-1) now have lost three straight, including this past weekend's setbacks to Ohio State 2-7 and Illinois 1-4.

The lopsided scores are deceiving, however, as the Irish women were in each match until the end, losing many split sets and tiebreakers. "The scores were not indicative of the way the matches were played," said Irish coach Michelle Gallagher. "It's not like we weren't close matches. There were a lot of split sets and tiebreakers."

In singles play, senior captain Michelle Dasso was particularly impressive in the number one position. Freshman phenom CeCe Cahill, who normally plays number two, was sidelined for the weekend with an illness.

After dropping the first set on Saturday, Dasso came back to sweep the last two in defeating Miami's Kathleen Boyle 6-4, 6-2, 6-4. Against Illinois, she defeated Kathy Neil 6-1, 6-2, 6-3 to procure the team's only mark for the match. Dasso's effectiveness was not lost on her coach.

"Michelle played the best tennis I've ever seen her play," remarked Gallagher.

Sophomore Alice Lohrer also played well in this weekend's competition. Even though she dropped both of her matches at the number two position. On Saturday, her joes were washed by Miami's Sue Broxovich 6-4, 6-4. But in the final week, she defeated Illinois' Jessica Daw to the end falling 6-1, 7-6(4).

As a result of Cahill's unex- pected absence, Notre Dame was forced to re-shuffle its doubles pairings for the big weekend. Freshman Michelle Dasso and Lohrer defeated a tandem from Miami 6-4, 7-5 in the first position.

However, the second team of freshman Kim Pacella and